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10 TIPS FOR GETTING READY 
IN 20 MINUTES OR LESS
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Shower at night.

Get ready first thing before you leave the bedroom.

Set a stopwatch or timer to keep you conscious of the time.

Get up early so you don't get any interruptions.

Do things in an efficient order.

Wash your hair once or twice a week. If you haven’t discovered
dry shampoo, you are missing out.

Choose your clothes, shoes, and accessories the night before and
lay them out so you can get dressed in one to two minutes.
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Keep all your get-ready stuff in a basket that you can pull out
from under the sink.
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10 Don’t get sucked into an all or nothing mentality. There are a lot
of variations of ready, so even if you don’t have time to do your
whole routine, do as much as you can.

Don't look at your cell phone when getting ready in the morning.
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My Personal Routine to Get Ready
 in 20 Minutes or Less
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Shower/shave/exfoliate/etc.

Brush teeth

Apply hydrating cream for my body

Set alarm to get up early so you don't get any interruptions

Deodorant. An extra benefit of this is the deodorant has time to
set and I don’t get streaks on my clothes the next morning

Set out my clothes

Dry my hair if I wash it mid-week
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Moisturize my face

The night before:
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Check calendar to see what tomorrow is like



My Personal Routine to Get Ready
 in 20 Minutes or Less
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Clean lips with witch hazel to prep for Lipsense

Apply foundation

Put on Lipsense or other lip color

Do eyebrows

Brush teeth (giving my primer time to set up)
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Apply blush
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Apply second eyeshadow primer

Eyeshadow, waterproof eyeliner, mascara

Brush the dry shampoo out of my hair and spot curl or straighten
as needed
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Apply gloss layer of Lipsense
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Apply dry shampoo (but don’t brush yet) if needed

Put on eyeshadow primer

Put clothes, shoes, accessories on
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In the morning when getting ready for your day:


